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REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING

Tuesday, June 20,1961-1:15 to 4:15 p.rn., only

Name of pupil.. ..Name of school., _

Name of teacher. . . .. .._. __ .. .._.. . .. .. . . .__ ._

Underline courses completed: Homemaking 1, Homemaking 2, Homemaking 3

Part I
Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (1-60): Write on the line at the right of each statement or question the number
preceding the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the
question. [1 credit for each correct answer.] [60]

1 The greatest disadvantage for a home buyer in electing a 20-year mortgage
payment plan over a lO-year one is higher (1) interest payments (2) clown
payment (3 ) property taxes (4) insurance rates

2 Which document inclucles the entire agreement between the prospective buyer
and the homeowner? ( 1) lien (2) statement of costs (3) foreclosure
(4 ) contract of sale

3 In New York State the tag required to be attached to bed pillows must contain
the (l)name of the filling material (2)procedure for washing (3)size
of the pillow (4 ) weight of the pillow

4 The Underwriters' Laboratories Seal of Approval on an electric lamp assures
that it (l)meets certain safety requirements (2)will provide good light
(3) has a sturdy, well-weighted base (4) can be used in any outlet

2......

3......

4......

5 An inexpensive grade of foam rubber is likely to
(3) rust (4 ) crumble

(1) shrink (2) warp
5......

6 Earthenware differs from china in that earthenware ( 1) is more translucent
(2)is more porous (3)gives a bell-like ringing tone (4)is lighter in
weight 6 .

7 Ovens in ranges are most often insulated with
(2) vermiculite (3 ) fiberglas (4) excelsior

( 1)compressed wood fiber
7......

8 The primary purpose of the gasket on a refrigerator cloor is to prevent
(l)enamel from chipping (2)cold air from escaping (3)foocl from
freezing (4) air from circulating

9 The chief advantage of using an accordion-fold door rather than a conventional
door is that it (l)is colorful (2)minimizes dust (3)is easy to clean
(4 ) saves space

[1]
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10 To make a small room look larger, it is advisable to use (l)bold patterns
(2) large-scaled furniture (3) many accessories (4 ) cool, pale colors

11 The use of too many electrical appliances on the same circuit is likely to cause
a blown ( I) switch (2) fuse ( 3) thermostat (4 ) generator

12 When washing windows in the winter, which material added to water will keep
the water from freezing on the panes? (l)alcohol (2) vinegar (3)borax
(4 )soda

13 Which practice is most likely to cause the wood finish on a table to check and
crack? (l)placing the table in direct sunlight (2)applying furniture
wax too frequently (3) dusting the table with a coarse cloth (4 ) covering
the table with a plastic tablecloth

14 Which is usually the last step in preparing old furniture for refinishing?
(l)applying paint or varnish remover (2)scraping off varnish or paint
(3) washing furniture with a cleaner (4) sanding the wood smooth

15 Which consideration is least important when separating articles into loads for
laundering? ( 1) color of article (2) type of fabric (3) amount of soil
(4) weight of fiber

16 Which laundry practice is recommended as a means of limiting pilling on a
sweater? (l)turn the sweater inside out when washing (2) remove excess
moisture by twisting gently (3) lay the sweater on a plywood board for drying
(4) put bluing in the rinsing water

17 Which is least likely to be affected if the wrong method is used in removing a
stain from a garment? ( 1) color (2) finish (3) fabric (4 ) construction

18 Starching a cotton or linen dress before storing it for the winter is unwise
because the starch may cause the (1 ) color to fade (2)fabric to become
weakened (3) dress to stretch (4) seams to pucker

19 A woolen suit stored in a sealed garment bag, with moth crystals, showed moth
holes when it was taken from the closet. This may have happened because
the (1) suit was stored without cleaning (2) moth crystals were too
coarse (3)closet was too well lighted (4)suit was made of porous
material

10......

11. .....

12 .

13 .

14......

15......

16......

17......

18..... ,

19..... ,

a

20 "Vat-dyed" on a fabric means that it is resistant to
(2) fading (3) mildew (4) moisture

(1 )moth damage
20 .

21 Mercerization of fabric refers to
(4) quality

(1) finish (2) weave (3 ) design
21 .

( l)It
(3)It

r
C'
CC)

22 If the lower thread on the sewing machine is not drawn up through the throat
plate before stitching, what will probably happen? (1) The needle will break.
(2) The stitch will be too short. (3) The thread will knot. (4)The throat
plate will rock.

23 Which is an indication of good workmanship in an underarm dart?
measures the same width all the way. (2)It is pressed facing down.
is pinked on the edges. (4) It has fullness in the center.

24 If machine stitches pucker, an adjustment is most likely to be needed on the
(1 ) thread takeup (2 )stitch regulator (3) feed dog (4 ) tension

[2]
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(1)willingness to
(4 )adaptability

(1) use contrasting
(3) stitch within

25 Which procedure is recommended for stay stitching?
colored thread (2)use the longest stitch on the machine
the seam allowance (4) stitch through a double thickness

26 Heredity is likely to be a factor in determining a child's
cooperate (2) dislike for spinach (3) ability to sing
to camp life

27 Which food in a baby's diet will contribute most to healthy gums? (1) apple-
sauce (2) tomato juice (3) strained beef (4) strained peas

28 The primary reason for encouraging an only child to play with another child is
to help him (1) develop leadership (2) acquire a larger vocabulary
(3) become socially acceptable (4) think creatively

29 Which toy is most appropriate for an average 2-year-old child? (l) build-
ing blocks (2)modeling clay (3)finger-painting set (4)jump rope

30 Which is best for fostering hand and eye coordination in a preschool child?
(l)jungle gym (2)pegboard (3) sandpile (4)toyanimal

31 A 4-year-old girl wants to help her mother clean house. A satisfactory solution
would be for the mother to (1) explain to her daughter that she is too little
to help (2) give her daughter a small task to perform (3) let her daughter
watch while cleaning is being done (4) tell her daughter to play house with
her dolls

32 If a 3-year-old uses an unacceptable word, it is best to show (1) amusement
(2) anger (3)shock (4) unawareness

33 Parents can best help prepare a frightened 8-year-old boy for surgery by
(1) describing briefly what will probably take place (2) taking him to the
hospital just before bedtime (3) taking him to the hospital under other
pretenses (4) avoiding any discussion of the coming operation

34 Which childhood disease is most likely to be followed by pneumonia?
( 1) mumps (2) measles (3) chickenpox (4)whooping cough

35 UNICEF's primary purpose is to provide underprivileged children in foreign
countries with (l)schoolbooks (2)pen pals (3)food and medicine
(4)foster parents

36 Parents have the most valid reason to object to their children's choice of friends
with different (l)moral values (2)economic standards (3) social
status (4 )political views

37 A girl displays social sensitivity when she (1) asks many personal questions
(2)inc1udes a shy person in the group activities (3)gives freely of her
opinion on controversial subj ects (4) dominates every situation

38 A successful conversationalist is most likely to be one who (1) changes the
subject when he knows little about the topic (2)waits for the other person
to begin to talk (3) prepares himself to discuss many different topics
(4) keeps others informed on each new development of his hobby

39 By qualifying for Social Security, older citizens receive (1 )free dental care
(2) a small income (3) eligibility to apply for low cost housing (4)exemp-
tion from payment of income taxes
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40 Which concept regarding love reflects wholesome thinking? ( 1) Love is
extended or withdrawn when the one to be loved meets or fails to meet certain
expectations. (2)Love is only emotional. (3) To love is to possess.
(4 ) Love is reciprocal, expressed in mutual giving and receiving.

41 The most important step toward solving one's conflicts is to (1) recognize
them (2) repress them (3) replace them (4) relive them

42 Health improvement in the United States has resulted chiefly from the control of
which type of diseases? (1 )congenital (2 )functional (3) infectious
(4) traumatic

43 When a person complains of heartburn, the base of his trouble is usually in his
(1) stomach (2) heart (3) kidney (4) liver

44 X-ray pictures of the chest are useful in determining the presence or absence
of ( I) bronchitis (2) tuberculosis (3) asthma (4) influenza

45 Which substance may be applied to the outside of children's teeth as a means
of decreasing tooth decay? (l)fluorine (2) calcium (3) enamel
(4 ) vitamin C concentrate

46 The calcification of the teeth is best aided by (1) drinking milk (2)avoid-
ing starchy food (3)drinking orange juice (4)visiting the dentist
regularly

47 Which organ is most immediately concerned with the removal of body waste?
(1) heart (2) appendix (3) pancreas (4 )kidney

48 An effective home treatment a doctor might recommend for a boil is the applica-
tion of (1) nitric acid (2) zinc oxide ointment (3) hot salt solution
(4) germicidal soap

49 If a drug is to be administered orally, it is (1) inhaled through the nose
(2) sprayed on the skin (3)injected in a vein (4 ) taken through the mouth

50 Which vegetable has the highest carbohydrate content? (l)corn (2) celery
(3) spinach (4) tomatoes

51 Which food can be used as an inexpensive substitute for meat? (1) baked
potatoes (2) buttered noodles (3) baked beans (4) curried rice

52 A roast of good quality beef will have (1)small streaks of fat (2)white
flinty bones (3) coarse-grained flesh (4 )grayish-pink flesh

53 Any meat stamped with a federal grade must meet certain standards set by
the (l)American Standards Association (2)National Research Council
(3) United States Department of Agriculture (4) American Meat Institute

54 A homemaker on a limited budget, with only one hour to prepare dinner for a
family of six, could include in the menu (1) rib roast of beef (2) stuffed
onions (3) angel food cake (4)gingerbread with applesauce

55 To get the most food value from potatoes, it is best to (1) quarter them,
cover with boiling water and cook (2)pare them and soak before cooking
(3) leave them in the cooking water until serving time (4)boil them whole
in their jackets
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COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING - continued

56 The need to scour food from the inside of cooking pans can be eliminated to a
great extent by (1) controlling heat properly (2 )using the correct size
pan for food being cooked (3) adding baking soda to food being prepared
(4) cooking food uncovered

57 In preparing fruits for freezing, ascorbic acid is used chiefly to (1) flavor
the fruit (2)soften the fruit (3)prevent the fruit from darkening
(4) prevent the fruit from spoiling

58 Three essentials in making jelly are (l)sugar, pectin, starch (2) sugar,
pectin, salt (3)sugar, pectin, acid (4)pectin, acid, salt

59 Too much handling of pie dough will tend to make it (1) sticky (2) tough
(3 ) flaky (4 ) light

60 In temperature-controlled surface cooking, it is most important to (l) use
aluminum utensils (2) preheat the burner (3) cook without a cover
(4) set the dial to the right degree of hotness

56......

57......

58 .

59 .

60 ......

Directions (61-65): Column A lists laundry aids. Column B lists purposes for which some
of these aids are used. On the line at the right of each purpose in column B, write the number
of the laundry aid in column A which is most likely to be used for that purpose. [2~]

Column A Column B
Laundry Aids Purposes

(1) bleach 61 Increases apparent whiteness of fabrics 61 .
(2) bluing
(3) distilled water 62 Gives fluffiness to fabrics 62 .
(4) fabric softener
(5) soap 63 Gives crispness and smoothness to fabrics 63 .
(6) starch
(7) tint 64 Removes stains and whitens fabrics 64 .

65 Gives color to fabrics 65......

69 .

68 ......

67......

66......

69 Chemical burn

68 Shock

Colttmn B
El1,tergency Conditions

66 Choking on food

67 Suffocation

Directions (66-70): Column A lists first aid measures to be used before the doctor arrives.
Column B lists emergency conditions. On the line at the right of each emergency condition
in column B, write the number of the first aid measure in column A which is recommended
for it. [2k]

Column A
First Aid Measures

( 1) press against the septum
(2) wash with large quantities of water
(3) cover the body with blankets
(4) give artificial respiration
(5) apply tourniquet
(6) slap sharply between the shoulder blades
(7) induce vomiting

[51

70 Corrosive poisoning 70 ......
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COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING - continued

Directions (71-75): Below are listed four types of insurance:
Types of Insurance

(1) annuity
(2) term
(3) personal liability
(4) straight life

On the line at the right of each situation, write the number of the type of insurance, selected
from the list above, that would most efficiently provide coverage for the policy holder. [A type
of insurance may be used more than once.] [2i]

Situations

71 A man is sued by a neighbor woman who has been bitten by his dog.

72 A businessman will need a monthly payment to supplement his pension.

73 A family wishes to insure payment of their house mortgage in the event of the
breadwinner's death.

74 A young father with heavy family responsibilities and low income wants pro
tection for the family in the event of his death.

75 The head of a family wants the least expensive insurance which has cash value
against which he may borrow.

71 .

72 .

73 .

74......

75......

Directions (76-80): Below are listed principles of good discipline of children:
Principles of Good Discipline

( 1) Punishment should be related to the
offense.

(2) Punishment should be given pri
marily for purposeful wrongdoing.

(3) Punishment should be administered
in an impartial, objective way.

(4) Punishment should be consistent.

On the line at the right of each application of principles, write the number of the principle,
chosen from the list above, which would best fit the application. [A principle may be used more
than once.] [2!]

:;y~,

c--..,..
c<)

Applications of Principles

76 A boy is made to earn money to pay for a window he broke while playing ball.

77 A mother becomes enraged over her daughter's impudence. She refrains from
punishing the child until she has gained control over her emotions.

78 A girl has learned that her parents will forbid her to date for a month whenever
she comes home late from a date.

79 A child is whining and wakes his baby sister. The mother, however, under
stands his irritability is due to fatigue and overlooks the situation.

80 A child breaks a toy belonging to another child. He is required either to offer
the child a choice of his toys or to replace the broken one.

[6]
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COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING - continued

Part II
Answer three questions from this part.

1 Grandmother Sanderson, age 68, has moved across the state to live with her son and daughter
in-law and their two teenage daughters. Since the grandfather's funeral several months ago
she has sold the big house she went to as a bride.

a What are three possible benefits the Sandersons might gain as the three generations share a
home? [3]

b The following practices are recommended by specialists for the aged. Give one reason why
each of the practices below is important for the family to follow. [3]
(1) The diet of the elderly should contain a liberal amount of protein food, fruits, vegetables

and milk.
(2) Dresses and housecoats for an elderly woman should open down the front.
(3) An elderly person's bedroom should be located on the first floor.

c Describe four measures the family may take to safeguard the grandmother against accidents
in the home or yard. [2]

d Name two community opportunities the family might encourage the grandmother to take
advantage of which would help her feel a part of her new community. [2]

2 Mr. Moore and 5-year-old Deborah have just brought Mrs. Moore home from the hospital
with a 5-day-old daughter. Immediately baby Sandra becomes a part of the family's life.

a What are three possible benefits this family might gain as they share in the care of the new
baby? [3]

b For each of the family members listed below, indicate two possible adjustments in living
habits which may be necessary because of the new baby. [Use each adjustment only
once.] [3J
(1) father
(2) mother
(3) Deborah

c The following advice is usually given by pediatricians. For each suggestion listed below, give
one different reason why it is good for the baby if the family follows the advice. [4]

(1) It is unwise to permit visitors to hold and cuddle the new baby.
(2) Mother should breast-feed the baby if she possibly can.
(3) Baby should be given only a taste or two of a food which is new to her.
(4) Baby's night-time crying should be investigated if it continues more than a few minutes.

3 Joan is asked to make a selection of one of the following as a wedding gift: an electric frying
pan, an electric roaster, a rotisserie.

a What are three factors Joan needs to consider when deciding which of the three appliances to
choose? [3J

b Name one of the appliances listed above, and give four different practices to follow in the
care of that appliance. [4]

c For each of the three appliances listed above describe one different construction feature which
would be desirable. [3]

[7J [OVER]
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COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING concluded

Molded Shrimp Salad
Tunafish Sandwich Strips
Celery - Radishes
Lemon Sherbet
Tea

Creamed Dried Beef in Toast Shells
Escalloped Potatoes
Buttered Cauliflower
Clover Leaf Rolls - Butter
Sponge Cake Slices
Milk

(4)

(3)

4 Donna is planning an after-the-game buffet supper as a homemaking 3 home and community
experience. The time is November. The guests will be 11 high school seniors, boys and girls.
A moderate budget has been alIowed for the meal.

a Give four home factors which probably influenced Donna to plan to serve buffet style. [4]
b In what two ways may foods served buffet style differ from those included in a meal to be

served and eaten at the table? [2]
c Four possible menus for Donna's final choice are presented below. In relation to generally

accepted principles of meal planning (ignoring personal food preferences and abilities in food
preparation), give one different reason why each of these four menus would not be a good
choice for Donna. [4]
(1) Fried Chicken - Buttered Rice

Fresh Fruit Salad with Whipped Cream
Cinnamon Buns - Butter
Sliced Fresh Peaches with Angel Cake
Hot Chocolate

(2) Waffles, Butter, Maple Syrup
Bacon - Brown and Serve Sausage
Individual Baked Alaskas
Coffee

5 Barbara, a young business girl, has a clothing standard which includes a new coat once in three
years and a new suit once in two years.

a List four factors which help to determine a clothing standard for Barbara. [2]

b This is a suit year for Barbara. She has found several wool suits which look welI on her.
Choose two of the folIowing construction details and describe one characteristic of each.
TelI why each of the characteristics you give is desirable and makes the garment a wise
choice. [2]

(3) lining
(4) ornamentation

of a white blouse to wear with her suit to four with

"Decton"
65% dacron polyester fiber
35 % long-staple cotton
100% cotton
Sanforized

(4)

(3)

(1) hem
(2) seams

c Barbara has narrowed down her choice
label information as folIows:

( 1) "Viypella"
55% cotton - 45% wool
Imported from England

(2) "Kodel"
A polyester fiber
55% cotton-45% Kadel

Select two of the above blouses, and for each give three different practices she should follow
in the complete washing and ironing process in order to insure the continued good appearance
of the blouse. [6]

~:)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING
COMPREHENSIVE HOMEMAKING

Tuesday, June 20, 1961-1 :15 to 4:15 p.rn., only

Part I

Part II

60 credits

40 credits

Each correct answer to items 1-60 receives 1 credit; each correct answer to items 61-80
receives one-half credit.

(1) 1 (45) 1
(2) 4 (46) 1
(3) 1 (47) 4
(4) 1 (48) 3
(5) 4 (49) 4
(6) 2 (50) 1
(7) 3 (51) 3
.(8) 2 (52) 1
(9) 4 (53) 3

(10) 4 (54) 4
(11) 2 (55) 4
(12) 1 (56) 1
(13) 1 (57) 3
(14) 4 (58) 3
(15) 4 (59) 2
(16) 1 (60) 4
(17) 4
(18) 2
(19) 1 (61) 2
(20) 2 (62) 4
(21) 1 (63) 6
(22) 3 (64) 1
(23) 2 (65) 7
(24) 4
(25) 3
(26) 3 (66) 6
(27) 2 (67) 4
(28) 3 (68) 3
(29) 1 ~69) 2
(30) 2 70) 7
(31) 2
(32) 4
(33) 1 (71) 3
(34) 4 (72) 1
(35) 3 (73) 2
(36) 1 (74) 2
(37) 2 (75) 4
(38) 3
(39) 2

(76) 1(40) 4
(41) 1 (77) 3
(42) 3 (78) 4
(43) 1 (79) 2

0v(44) 2 (80) 1
~-'\.}
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